
You made it: Let’s celebrate
what you achieved
New England Table Stakes



Goals for today
● Take stock of how far you’ve come

○ Give a final summary of what you achieved

○ New capabilities you and your newsroom gained

○ Tried but failed

○ What comes next: Gather feedback for moving forward

● Alumni program, case studies

● Brief survey to improve the program

● Appreciation from our top editors/ graduation



Where you were
just six weeks ago

Where you are today



Goals for today: Part 1 of 4
● Take stock of how far you’ve come

○ Give a final summary of what you achieved
○ New capabilities you and your newsroom gained
○ Tried but failed
○ What comes next: Gather feedback for moving forward

● Alumni program, case studies

● Brief survey to improve the program

● Appreciation from our top editors/ graduation



Portsmouth

Please keep your talk, including 
feedback, to 10-12 minutes total. 
Thank you!



Portsmouth



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement

Part 1: 
Make Seacoast Media Group essential to the lives and 
livelihoods of all Portsmouth Naval Shipyard stakeholders,  
including 7,000 workers, retirees (12% of our region are 
veterans), submariners and families, and contractors who do 
business with this multi-billion-dollar enterprise to grow our base 
of loyal digital subscribers.

Portsmouth



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement

Part 2: What you set out to accomplish

● Develop deeper relationships with shipyard stakeholders. 
● Find resources to accomplish vision for impactful shipyard content. 
● Identify optimal platforms for delivering content. 
● Market to turn shipyard readers into long-term, loyal subscribers. 
● Develop content plan, including frequency, areas of focus, etc. 
● Research our current shipyard readers and look for commonalities. 
● Solicit shipyard content via Google surveys added to stories by 

June 30.

Portsmouth



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement

Part 3: How you had planned to get there

● Grow 90 digital subscribers by publishing 12 shipyard stories (6 subscriber only 
and 6 metered) by Sept. 1. At least three of these stories will be big subscriber 
wins of 20 or more. Three will be everyday wins of 10-20 subscribers. Then 
reset and grow more. 

● Take over daily newsletter with special shipyard-only content by end of July with 
50% open rate and 8% click-through rate. Use this as test for development of 
shipyard newsletter. Develop and launch NEW shipyard-based e-newsletter by 
end of 2022. 

● Seacoastonline.com will seek to be on first page of Google search results for 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard by end of September 2022. (We are currently first 
for news on shipyard, but not on first page for organic search.)

Portsmouth



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?

● Exceeded the goal of 90 subs within 6 weeks.
● Engaged shipyard stakeholders in content, 

including leads from the community.
● Total new digital subs (as of 11/1): 208 

Portsmouth



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?
Top 5 stories by digital subs:

1. How to get hired at the Shipyard (71)
2. Ready for the future: $2.4B in upgrades (38)
3. Shipyard families lose child care (32)
4. Parking problems around shipyard (20)
5. Health clinic may shut out veterans (13)

Takeaway: We learned what works - jobs, parking, 
child care, noise, health care, development - lots of 
issues affecting both workers and local residents

Portsmouth



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?

● Expanded shipyard-related sources (Sen. Jeanne 
Shaheen, community members, the shipyard’s public 
affairs team)

● Created companywide military chat in Teams
● Increased institutional knowledge of how shipyard 

works and the power dynamics.  
● Coverage transformation from occasional and press 

release based to something cool and hugely important 
to our community in our backyard.

Portsmouth



New capabilities: What can your newsroom do now?

● Learned we’re very goal driven. SMART goals. Know that 
explicitly now.

● Even beyond company goals, we can set our own goals.
● Ability to publish shipyard content quickly now.
● Shipyard lead reporter Ian Lenehan has grown exponentially, 

even beyond shipyard content.

Portsmouth



Tried but failed: Any notable flops?

● Seacoast Shipyard Association: Initially, we thought they would 
be a great source, but they work closely with public affairs.

● But as we worked on that sourcing and built trust, they got us an 
embargoed copy of economic impact report and helped us break 
that story.

● Learned who does what.

Portsmouth



Tried but failed: Any notable flops?

● Workers can’t talk without going through public affairs.
● Learned there are other ways to get that info.
● Still learning about the unions and whether they can be sources.

Portsmouth



What comes next?

● We’ve established blueprint and path. Now we must decide how much 
time to put toward shipyard coverage.

● Work to maximize coverage and prioritize biggest winners.
● ID areas to focus coverage: Unions, hard news, issues that impact 

people’s lives.
● Keep executing stories on ideas list we assembled, keeping adding to 

it.
● Work to get access for photos (instead of supplied photos)

Portsmouth



Appreciation:
Portsmouth

From Jean Hodges



Quincy

Please keep your talk, including 
feedback, to 10-12 minutes total. 
Thank you!



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement
● What you set out to accomplish (what we will do):

Patriot Ledger will engage with audiences in its core communities of Quincy, Braintree and 
Weymouth, which represent 40% of our core customer base, to better serve their needs and 
interests, earn their trust and dramatically increase the number of new loyal subscribers to 
sustain our journalism. 

● How you’d know success (your measurements):

Achieve 12,000 digital subscribers by the end of 2022 

Host quarterly in-person engagement with reporters where community members get to meet staff 
and staff get ideas about gaps in coverage. 

Establish DAG by end of June 2022. 

Quincy



Quincy

● How you had planned to get there (your 3-7 key strategies):

Consistently produce weekly impactful subscriber-only stories for Quincy,  Weymouth and Braintree 
and rally staff to use the "funnel" model to gain loyal subscribers.  

Take over the Subscriber Only Sunday newsletter once in each June (Quincy - 26th), July 
(Weymouth) and August (Braintree) to retain current subscribers.  

 Educate, train and encourage staff to become more efficient on social media use, find new social 
avenues, reach new audiences and go viral.  

Build partnerships and promotions to engage with new audiences within the communities.  

Create a project – big or small – for Weymouth and Braintree. Model after Change in the City. 

Work with Boston-area colleges to create a pipeline for an Asian reporter as part of an internship 
program by the end of 2022 to gain subscribers among the growing Asian community.

   



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?

● Successful meet & greets with staff in Quincy, Weymouth
● Marking more subscriber only content and seeing success (increase from 16% to 26% sub 

only content)
● Reached 10K digital subs by end of October, surpassed year-end goal before the end of Q3
● Connecting with QARI to discuss participation in 2023 signature events (Lunar New Year, 

August Moon Festival)
● Brought an intern onboard who speaks Mandarin, some Japanese and Korean. Tried to hire a 

diverse candidate for a full time reporter position who speaks Mandarin and Cantonese but 
her work visa was denied.

● Launched large Weymouth development story (1,700 subscriber PVs and 14 subs)

Quincy



New capabilities: What can your newsroom do now?

● Marking more subscriber only content and seeing success (increase from 
16% to 26% sub only content)

● Great Instagram progress - gain 700 followers in three months to reach 
4,000

● Meet our audience where they are - coffees, meet & greets
● Recognizing reader interest in topics and responding to concerns
● Cross training staff to take on different roles to head up major projects
● Table Stakes reminded us we’re a small but mighty newsroom that can take 

on big projects

Quincy



Tried but failed: Any notable flops?

● Language service/ translation - Mandarin, Cantonese not available languages
● Braintree progress has been minimal
● DAG was not set up (limited resources)

Quincy



What comes next?

● Continue diversity initiatives - stories, sourcing, outreach, hires
● Keep doing what we are doing - and build on it
● Push harder on these initiatives on Weymouth
● Tackle Braintree 
● Continue social success with wider newsroom involvement

Quincy



Appreciation:
Quincy

From Clytie Bunyan

Clytie  - Please add your mug shot here!



Providence

Please keep your talk, including 
feedback, to 10-12 minutes total. 
Thank you!



The challenge statement: What we would do

● We will win RI’s growing Latino communities as online 
subscribers, focusing on digitally agile families and individuals.

● We will build on the insights of previous connections and seek new 
ways of cultivating relationships with these audiences.  

● We will develop content for these audiences rather than about them. 

Providence



The strategies: How we would do it

● Rekindle our outreach into Rhode Island’s Latino communities, 
working to rebuild trust and rapport through events and digital offerings.  

● Bring the entire staff into this effort. Seek their insights and require 
their participation in developing coverage for these audiences.  

● Transform our story development. Focus on Segments 3 and 4 to 
conceive and produce stories with a direct bearing on the lives of these 
audiences. Deliver content that covers key points efficiently and offers 
practical guidance.  



Outcomes/impact: We’re delivering stories about …

● Educational and job-training programs 
transforming the lives of people of color.

● Tenants banding together to fight a 
notorious corporate landlord.

● A soccer stadium project that’s a beacon of 
hope among RI communities long ignored.

● A woman who grew up poor, had a baby at 
16 – and then a felony conviction – and still 
won election to the legislature.

Providence



Outcomes/impact: By the numbers
● Since June 1, we’ve published 69 stories with 

a “diverse audience” tag to track progress.
● Total of 173,000 pageviews.
● From June 1 - Aug. 31: 27 stories, 

43,000 pageviews during that time period
● From Sept. 1 - Oct. 31: 44 stories,

126,000 pageviews, 180,000 minutes read.
● 22 premium stories.
● Top-performing stories together earned us 

more than 100 new subscription orders.

Providence



New capabilities: What our newsroom can do now
● We've brought together community outreach and 

targeted coverage in a way we hadn't done before, a 
way we can apply to other audiences we choose to 
pursue.  Outreach efforts include informal, semi-formal 
and very formal settings.
 

● We have found tools to offer translations – at live 
events and through use of the eNewspaper.

● We have developed the ability to generate a high 
percentage of premium content aimed at a defined 
audience

Providence



More capabilities: What our newsroom can do now

● We have  expanded our Rolodex so we can each out beyond the usual suspects for 
expertise and reaction, but also we have a new channel for finding regular voices. 

● We have learned to incorporate not just the Latino communities into our target 
audience but to see them as the crucial Segment 3 and 4 audience of our 
readership. 

● We have a managing editor focused on audience development within 
Rhode Island's communities. 



What went wrong, and what we learned from it

● We knew from the start this would be a long-term project, but not for this 
reason: As soon as we agreed on the mission, focus and scope, gaps in 
staffing pulled away our attention and availability. We kept the project's focus 
and scope intact, and our coach advocated for us to stretch the timeline.

● Resolving to hire a Spanish-speaking reporter is one thing. Finding one is 
another. 

● We learned that one careless mistake can undo the goodwill and trust you 
work hard to build. How the choice of a bad thumbnail photo in a story about 
the Providence mayor’s race cost us credibility in communities of color.

Providence



What comes next?

● Further develop Spanish-language 
translation at live events, an 
outgrowth of our experience doing so 
in two political forums we sponsored 
with our NPR partner.

● Maintain the Latino advisory group we 
established with community leaders. 

Providence



Appreciation: 
Providence

From C.J. Benjamin

CJ - Please add your mug shot here!



Digital Optimization Team

Please keep your talk, including 
feedback, to 10-12 minutes total. 
Thank you!



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement

➜ The New England DOT is the central hub for the region’s digital strategy and the sharing of 
best practices for reaching and growing a loyal digital audience, including digital subscribers. 

➜ The New England DOT will better serve audiences targeted by New England newsrooms by 
deepening our partnership with reporters, editors and planners to ensure we are an active 
participant early in the journalism process. 

➜ At the DOT, we will configure our workflows and our communication methods to get the right 
content to the right audiences on the platforms where they are. In doing so, we will grow and 
retain a loyal base of subscribers as well as attract a new audience.

Digital Optimization Team



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement

We will do this by:

● Opening lines of communication with reporters, editors and planners to discuss story 
ideas and platform presentation. The DOT will be involved earlier in the planning process and 
use audience data to decide what, when and where to publish our stories.

● Giving all producers time each week to look at metrics to determine where we were 
successful and where we were not. We will communicate this back to the newsrooms and use 
the information to develop winning strategies that will increase subscribers for the New England 
newsrooms.

● To ensure that DOT resources are going toward content that will drive subscriber growth, we will 
empower newsrooms and show them best practices to reach target audiences. We will host 
training and be available as a resource.

Digital Optimization Team



Remind us of your three-part challenge statement
We will measure success by:

● By the end of June, we will develop a DOT communication strategy, which could include 
forums, planned check-ins and best practices. We will focus on Tier 1 and Tier 2 sites. This plan 
will be implemented by August.

● We will increase the number of social media posts on platforms other than Facebook and 
Twitter. We will drive at least three subscriptions per T1 and T2 sites from Instagram by the end of 
August.

● From September to December 2022, we will host brown bag trainings focused on audience 
engagement and how to get stories before the right audience to grow subscriptions. We will 
decrease underperforming stories in the region by 20%.

Digital Optimization Team



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?
● Built Trust and Opened Communication:

○ Created a Teams channel for Planners and 
Producers creating a “small safe group.” In the past 
90 days it has had 25 posts with 97 replies.

○ More chats to bring the stakeholders involved into 
the same space (Primary Night, Provincetown 
Sewer Emergency and even a national-level chat 
with the migrants flown to Martha’s Vineyard)

○ Sat at other people’s tables: Forms and a 
newsletter takeover for Seacoast’s Shipyard project; 
created a Gannett colleague contact list for 
Providence on others working on Spanish-language 
projects

Digital Optimization Team

● Increased our focus on Instagram
○ We are no longer relying on third-party sites for our link in 

bio pages — we own that branding and those pageviews
○ Providence: 55 new subscriptions from IG and 2 new 

subscriptions from the Presto “link in bio” page
■ 111% more people reached; 193% more engaged; and 

3.6% more followers  between July 31 to Oct. 28 as 
compared to May 2 to July 30

■ 51.1% more reached and 103% more engaged in 
September than August

○ Cape Cod: 14 new subscriptions from IG and 19 new 
subscriptions from the Presto “link in bio” page

■ 96.2% more people reached; 5.9% fewer engaged; and 
0.5% more followers between July 31 to Oct. 28 as 
compared to May 2 to July 30

● Share best practices through trainings and 
○ Held optimization trainings for newsrooms like 

Worcester, planners
○ Producer Waldy Diez started weekly office 

hours for video and video strategy



New capabilities: What can your team do now?

● We can incorporate our large strategic goals into our day-to-day 
activities and make a seamless path for the workflow as long as it 
is part of our overall mission.

● We can develop SMARTIE goals and understand the strategic 
purpose of measuring the starting point.

● We’ve proven we can set a goal of building subscribers by 
focusing on particular distribution method and meet it.

Digital Optimization Team



Tried but failed: Any notable flops?

● Carving out time for producers to do their own analytics work.
○ A full course correct will come in Q1 2023 and look more at a goal to have a 

producer look at 3 pieces of their work that underperform or they believed 
could have reached Big Win status but didn’t. We will create SMARTIE goals 
reduce underperforming stories or social posts by a specified percentage.

○ Producers worked with planners to establish and participate in “goosing” 
meetings for Providence, Cape Cod, Burlington and Framingham/Milford

○ Jerry Boggs meets weekly with Seacoast editors to create, implement and 
continue to improve high school football coverage.

Digital Optimization Team



What comes next?
● Continue to on our three-part challenge: 

○ Increase our measures on IG
○ Continue to increase the number of Teams interactions where producers can shine 

their voices
○ Set up those Brown Bag training sessions with a “new year” goal 
○ Carve out time for producers to target one underperforming piece of their work a 

week
● We will start projects by collecting multiple points of metrics and benchmarks and then 

we’ll know where we a striving to get from the beginning 
● Applying SMARTIE goals and measure to other mediums for reaching our audience 

○ Looking at our Facebook strategy with the SMARTIE goal
○ Looking at our alert strategy and possibly creating a model to follow for other 

DOTs using 

Digital Optimization Team



Appreciation:
DOT

From Maryann Batlle



Cape Cod

Please keep your talk, including 
feedback, to 10-12 minutes total. 
Thank you!



OUR CHALLENGE: We will engage and grow our readership among females aged 25-44 
by relentlessly focusing on creating compelling narratives and go-to solutions-based 
journalism to increase digital subscriptions and retention by 5% by the end of 2022.

HOW WILL WE DO IT:

● Identify issues faced by women living on Cape Cod and incorporate those issues into our story 
planning process and use audience data to decide what, when and where to publish our stories. 

● Develop newsroom understanding of issues pertaining to female audience through data and 
training. Staff development to gain fluency in our focus demographics and multimedia platforms.

● Develop pertinent content for multimedia channels including social media and broadcast outlets, 
including partnerships with local media outlets. 

● Develop community partnerships to understand the audience and hold at least one event by Dec. 
31, 2022. Use the partnership to help with a weekly women-centered newsletter. 

Cape Cod



How we will measure

● The % of female subscriber sessions will increase from 50% in January to at least 
52% January 2023: July to October 2022 female subscribers made up 49.5% of 
sessions (June 52.6% and Oct. 51.7% saw the highest percentages)

● The % of sessions of females ages 25-44 will increase from 44% in April to 50% 
January 2023: Female non-subscriber sessions for July-September were 
identical to the previous three months (92K)

● Monthly female registered sessions will increase from 3,600 in April to 5,500 in 
January 2023: July and Aug. we hit 4,900, Sept. 4,000 and Oct. 3,500

● Monthly return visits by females will increase from 48.6k in April to 55k in January 
2023: July: 52,700, Aug. 59,059, Sept. 41,783 and Oct. 30,080 (A 34% y-o-y 
increase in female traffic collectively for those months in 2021).

Cape Cod



Outcomes/impact: What did you deliver?
● We created a survey, aimed at female readers, which circulated through our 

website. The survey was taken by about 200 people, and identified 5 top 
categories that women want to read about: healthcare, housing, inflation & 
finance, nutrition, and education.

● A weekly newsletter “Cape Confessions,” was created and will be anchored by 
a reporter, and will feature female-centered stories (links) which are consistent 
with our survey categories. The newsletter will launch end of Nov. 2022 and 
will be distributed to readers through our website and through email.

● Throughout the survey creation, we developed 28 partnerships with local, 
female-centered organizations. These groups will provide spotlight narratives 
for the newsletter, and will also pass the newsletter on to their members. 

Cape Cod



New capabilities: What can your newsroom do now?

● The project helped us understand what it takes to create a new product, such as a newsletter: We sought collaboration 
from all levels of the newsroom and other departments,We learned the, timelines for things that have to be done 
outside the newsroom, and how to stay on track despite everyday tasks.

● We learned how to foster leadership skills development for for early- and mid-career members of our team by allowing 
each team member to be in the driver’s seat from vision to planning to execution. Team members provided guidance 
and advice when necessary.

● We created a blueprint for how to collaborate as a team and as a newsroom staff. It is important to create a comfortable 
and safe space for people to share their thoughts and for team members to listen to each other’s ideas and opinions in 
order to create the best outcome possible.

● There is more widespread knowledge among the staff now about how to set up short- and long-term strategic plans. 
● Commitment and collaboration among the entire newsroom  was key throughout the challenge. We can use what we 

learned as we continue to strategize together to create the newsletter, write female-focused stories, and problem solve. 

Cape Cod



Tried but failed: Any notable flops?

● Mid-way through the challenge we lost our coach - so we did undergo a transition 
period. A strength, though, was the communication strengthened and we figured out 
how to move forward.

● We spent too much time on the survey, and lingered in the design/do stage. 
● Measuring progress proved to be a challenge, and we were limited when it came to 

gender-focused statistical information
● Keyword tagging has been inconsistent, although we are working towards regularity
● We changed the focus after a few weeks (BIPOC to gender)
● We didn’t pull the CCT news editor into the loop right away, which created 

inconsistencies with story planning and story tagging. 

Cape Cod



What comes next?

● The Newsletter will start, and will continue indefinitely
● Content development will be ongoing, with the incorporation of two 

female-focused stories per week. 
● We will continue to nurture relationships with partner organizations
● Community meetings and round tables are also a future goal, and will 

be created by the end of quarter two. 
● Growth, readership, and subscription levels will be monitored monthly.

Cape Cod



Appreciation:
Cape Cod

From Nicole Simmons

Nicole - Please add your mug shot here!



Goals for today: Part 2 of 4
● Take stock of how far you’ve come

● Alumni program, case studies
● Brief survey to improve the program

● Appreciation from your coaches/ graduation



What we’ll cover 
● Better News 

○ What Better News needs from you

● Table Stakes Alumni Network
○ Who’s involved and how to join
○ How we can help you



a resource for news innovators 
to learn, plan & do

betternews.org



Refresher: What is Better News?
● Publicly shared wins, lessons and strategies from Table 

Stakes challenges

● Houses the Table Stakes manual (“The Essentials”)

● 24 other topic areas related to news & products, audiences, 
revenue and management

● Hot topics so far: What are Table Stakes, newsletters, 
podcasts and diversity

● No. 1 piece of individual content: Milwaukee’s STOP DOING 
piece

https://betternews.org/milwaukee-journal-sentinel-focused-prioritizing-stop-list/


What Better News needs from you
● Inform us of your continued successes and wins

● Help us spread your successes to the larger journalism world

**THIS IS IMPORTANT FOR THE PUBLIC BENEFIT 
ASPECT OF TABLE STAKES.** 



Highlighting your success
● We need your help to tell the industry about what you’re 

learning and where you’re seeing success.

● Contribute to Better News: Shareable, replicable successes 
that can help others trying to transform who don’t get to be 
in the room where it happens



Success: Gannett’s digital advisory groups



Next steps
● We listened closely for wins you presented today

● We’ll be in touch to learn more

● Feel free to reach out to us with ideas, too!

Contact:
kamaria.roberts@pressinstitute.org

mailto:kamaria.roberts@pressinstitute.org


alumni



CONGRATULATIONS! 



So, you’re 
graduating, 
now what?



Who are the TS alumni?

● You’re joining a rarefied group:

○ 170+ news organizations

○ Five programs

○ Every medium represented: newspapers, TV, radio, 

digital-only — both for-profit and nonprofit, too

○ Across the country: 38+ states and D.C.



Purposes of the alumni program
● Organizational: We want to help you keep leading 

your transformation efforts and help sustain your 

learning.

● Personal/professional: We want to continue to help 

you grow as leaders in this industry.



Welcome to the Table Stakes alumni monthly 
newsletter!

Sign up at https://bit.ly/TS-alum-news 

https://bit.ly/TS-alum-news


June 2020 alumni discussion on taking care of your staff in crisis

You will be invited to virtual gatherings



September 2022 alumni event in Los Angeles

And you will be invited to in-person gatherings



Coming soon: 
More virtual 
conversations



Continued support from coaches and partners



As alumni, your 
needs might 
change...



How do you want to engage?

● With your coaches?
● With each other?
● With other TS cohorts?

Please fill out our survey!



Stay in touch!

Emily Ristow
emily.ristow@pressinstitute.org
@emilyristow

Kamaria Roberts
kamaria.roberts@pressinstitute.org
@kamarialeyla





Goals for today: Part 3 of 4
● Take stock of how far you’ve come

● Alumni program, case studies

● Brief survey to improve the program
● Appreciation from your coaches/ graduation



Survey time!

bit.ly/NewEngland_TS



Goals for today: Part 3 of 4
● Take stock of how far you’ve come

● Alumni program, case studies

● Brief survey to improve the program

● Appreciation from our top editors



Final thoughts


